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Adult /High School
Judaic Non Fiction

Ally: my journey across the American-Israeli divide, by Michael B. Oren. Michael B. Oren's
memoir of his time as Israel's ambassador to the United States. Provides a frank,
fascinating look inside the special relationship between America and its closest ally in
the region. Call number: Z 953.2 ORE
Everyday holiness: the Jewish spiritual path of Mussar, by Alan Morinis. An illuminating,
approachable, and highly practical set of teachings for cultivating personal growth and
spiritual realization in the midst of day-to-day life. Here is an accessible and inspiring
introduction to this Jewish spiritual path. Call number: Z 283 MOR
If this is a woman: inside Ravensbrück : Hitler's concentration camp for women, by Sarah
Helm. The compelling story of the only concentration camp for women.
Call number: Z 940.41 HEL

Israel: places and history, by Annie Sacerdoti. Captures the fascinating character of a very
ancient land as well as its modern face. Call number: Z 958 SAC
KL: a history of the Nazi concentration camps, by Nikolaus Wachsmann. produces a unified
picture of the Nazi regime and its camps that we have never seen before.
Call number: Z 940.41 WAC

Judaic Fiction

The day of atonement: a novel, by David Liss. On a mission of revenge, and in the guise of
English businessman Sebastian Foxx, exiled Sebastiao Raposa returns to Lisbon, stalking
the ruthless Inquisitor priest Pedro Azinheiro who imprisoned his parents ten years
earlier. When a twist of fate turns his carefully laid plans to chaos, he will be forced to
choose between surrendering to bloodlust or serving the cause of mercy.
Call number: Z FIC LIS

Emiliano's discovery, by Paula Hurwitz. When Emiliano Edelman's life is shattered by a
terrorist's bomb that destroys Buenos Aires' Jewish community centre it sparks his quest
to find family who fled from Eastern Europe to Canada decades earlier.
Call number: Z FIC HUR

The heist, by Daniel Silva. Gabriel Allon, art restorer and occasional spy, searches for a stolen
masterpiece by Caravaggio. Sometimes the best way to find a stolen masterpiece is to
steal another one. Call number: Z FIC SIL
Washing the dead: a novel, by Michelle Brafman. Three generations of women confront
family secrets in this exquisitely wrought debut novel that examines the experience of
religious community, the perilous emotional path to adulthood, and the power of sacred
Jewish rituals to repair the damaged bonds between mothers and daughters.
Call number: Z FIC BRA

General Fiction

Carry on: the rise and fall of Simon Snow, by Rainbow Rowell. Simon Snow just wants to relax
and savor his last year at the Watford School of Magic, but no one will let him. His
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girlfriend broke up with him, his best friend is a pest and his mentor keeps trying to hide
him away in the mountains where maybe he'll be safe. Plus there are ghosts. And
vampires. And actual evil things trying to shut Simon down. Call number: FIC ROW
Fangirl, by Rainbow Rowell. Being consummate fans of the Simon Snow series helped Cath
and her twin sister, Wren, cope as little girls whose mother left them, but now, as they
start college but not as roommates, Cath fears she is unready to live without Wren
holding her hand--and without her passion for Snow. Call number: FIC ROW
If you could be mine: a novel, by Sara Farizan. In Iran, where homosexuality is punishable by
death, seventeen-year-olds Sahar and Nasrin love each other in secret until Nasrin's
parents announce their daughter's arranged marriage and Sahar proposes a drastic
solution. Call number: FIC FAR
Purity, by Jonathan Franzen. Young Pip Tyler doesn't know who she is. She knows that her real
name is Purity, that she's saddled with $130,000 in student debt, that she's squatting
with anarchists in Oakland, and that her relationship with her mother is hazardous. But
she doesn't have a clue who her father is, why her mother chose to live as a recluse with
an invented name, or how she'll ever have a normal life. Enter the Germans. A glancing
encounter with a German peace activist leads Pip to an internship in South America with
The Sunlight Project, an organization that traffics in all the secrets of the world -including, Pip hopes, the secret of her origins. Call number: FIC FRA
Teacher Resource

The Jewish high school: a complete management guide: leadership, policy and operations for
principals, administrators, and lay leaders, by Paul J. Shaviv. A complete practical
manual for Jewish school management. Call number: HTR 370.73 SHA
Seeing red: an anger management and peacemaking curriculum for kids: a resource for teachers,
social workers, and youth leaders, by Jennifer Simmonds. A unique and effective
approach to anger management for elementary and middle school-aged children.
Call number: ETR 372.14 SIM

Videos

Deli Man: the story of the men, behind the food, behind the tradition, a documentary by
Erik Greenberg Anjou. Looks at the world of the delicatessan, the creation of Jewish
immigrants as a way of preserving ethnic culinary traditions in the New World. Profiles
Ziggy Gruber, co-owner of Kenny & Ziggy's New York Delicatessan Restaurant in Houston
and third-generation deli man, as well as other deli owners and aficionados in the U.S.
and Canada. Call number: Z DVD 246.6 DEL
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde, directed by Paolo Barzman. Dr. Henry Jekyll is a well-regarded physician
whose evenings are spent researching a rare and sacred Amazonian flower so potent it's
said to literally separate the soul, giving life to man's Dark Self. The obsessive
experiments to isolate its psychotropic properties happen to coincide with a series of
brutal murders gripping the city with fear. Jekyll knows it's no coincidence.
Call number: DVD FIC DRJ

Joseph: king of dreams, This musical adventure retells the biblical story of Joseph and his
extraordinary gift of seeing the future through his dreams. Call number: Z DVD 222 JOS
Macbeth, directed by Rupert Goold. Adaptation of the stage production which relocates the
action to a nameless 20th-century underground facility, offering a parable of the quest
for power in the modern world. Call number: DVD 822.3 MAC
For Middle Years Students and Younger Readers
Judaic Books for Young Readers
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The Wren and the Sparrow, by J. Patrick Lewis. An allegorical tale about Nazi occupied Poland in
which a town's residents are forced to turn over their musical instruments.
Call number: J 940.53 LEW

General Non Fiction

A trip through the body, by Laurie Blake. Combines engaging text and vibrant images in an
introduction to the inner workings of the human body. Call number: J 612 BLA
Untamed: the wild life of Jane Goodall, by Anita Silvey. Traces Goodall's life while focusing on
the chimpanzees that she observed. Call number: J 599.885 SIL
Boy: tales of childhood, by Roald Dahl. A story of Roald Dahl's childhood: tales of exciting and
strange things - some funny, some frightening, all true. Call number: J 920 DAH
Boy, were we wrong about the weather!, by Kathleen V. Kudlinski. Examines what is known
about weather--storms, predictions, climate, and other characteristics--and how
different the facts are from what scientists, from ancient Sumerians to the recent past,
believed to be true. Call number: J 551.5 KUD
Can we help? : kids volunteering to help their communities, by George Ancona. Describes how
children can help their communities in different ways, from tending a community
garden and training service dogs to volunteering to help people with disabilities and
mentoring younger students. Call number: J 361.3 ANC
Canadian Geographic Canada for kids: 1000 awesome facts, by Aaron Kylie. The book looks at
the country and features, facts and figures for each province and territory within its
borders. Call number: J 971 KYL
Chimpanzees are awesome!, by Megan Cooley Peterson. Describes the characteristics, habitat,
behavior, life cycle, and threats to chimpanzees living in the wild of Africa.
Call number: J 599.885 PET

Chris Hadfield and the International Space Station, by Andrew Langley. Examines the
extraordinary life of one of the most popular astronauts, from his early life to the six
months he spent living in space. Call number: J 629.44 LAN
Elephants are awesome!, by Martha E.H. Rustad. Describes the characteristics, habitat,
behavior, life cycle, and threats to elephants living in the wild of Africa.
Call number: J 599.67 RUS

First flight around the world: the adventures of the American fliers who won the race, by Tim
Grove. In 1924 the U.S. Army sent eight young men on a bold attempt to be the first to
circumnavigate the globe by flight. Men from five other countries--Great Britain, France,
Portugal, Italy, and Argentina--had the same goal, and so the quest became a race. Who
would win? Call number: J 629.13 GRO
Forgive and let go!: a book about forgiveness, by Cheri J. Meiners. Counsels children on how to
manage feelings of disappointment so that they can avoid holding grudges and learn to
let go, and shares information for parents and teachers about how to teach forgiveness
skills. Call number: J 158.2 MEI
From caterpillar to butterfly, by Deborah Heiligman. While watching a caterpillar brought to
school in a glass jar slowly change into a beautiful butterfly, the class and the reader
learn the basics about the mystery of metamorphosis. Call number: J 595.78 HEI
Geography matters in ancient Egypt, by Melanie Waldron. Looks at how the Egyptian empire
changed through time, and gives fascinating insights into many different aspects of
Egyptian life through its geography. Call number: J 932 WAL
Going Solo, by Roald Dahl. The action-packed tale of Roald Dahl's exploits as a World War II
pilot. Learn all about his encounters with the enemy, his worldwide travels, the lifethreatening injuries he sustained in a plane accident, and the rest of his sometimes
bizarre, often unnerving, and always colorful adventures. Call number: J 920 DAH
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Hammerin' Hank: the life of Hank Greenberg, by Yona Zeldis McDonough. Meet one of America's
earliest Jewish-American hero, who dominated baseball from 1933 to 1948 and was
inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame. Call number: J 796.357 MCD
How to play the recorder: a step-by-step guide, by Lisete da Silva. A highly visual and userfriendly guide for anyone learning to play the recorder on their own.
Hummingbirds, by Bonnie Bader. This fact-and-photo-filled nonfiction will leave readers
astounded by the smallest bird in America. Call number: J 598.7 BAD
Impressionism : 13 artists children should know, by Florian Heine. In this book, you will get to
know the most important Impressionists and their masterpieces.
Call number: J 709.03 HEI

Ladybugs, by Thea Feldman. Introduces beginner readers to a variety of ladybugs from different
habitats. Call number: J 595.76 FEL
Lions are awesome!, by Lisa J. Amstutz. Describes the characteristics, habitat, behaviour, life
cycle, and threats to lions living in the wild of Africa. Call number: J 599.75 AMS
Mythbusters: science fair book, by Samantha Margles. Contains instructions for science fair
projects based on experiments conducted on the "MythBusters" television series in
attempts to discover the truth behind popular myths and legends.
Call number: J 507.8 MAR

National Geographic Kids Almanac 2016. Provides the latest information on a wide range of
topics, including animals, culture, geography, the environment, history, and science.
Call number: J 030 NAT

Ripley's believe it or not!: eye-popping oddities 2016, text by Geoff Tibballs. An encyclopedia of
oddities features unexpected and unimaginable people, places, and creatures from
around the world. Call number: J 031.02 RIP
Robots: explore the world of robots and how they work for us, by Rick Allen Leider. Learn
fascinating facts about all types of robots. Call number: J 629.8 LEI
Rocket science, by Deborah Lock. Looks at the science behind rockets and rocketry, with
experiments to try at home that demonstrate the principles involved.
Call number: J 629.4 LOC

Super shark encyclopedia and other creatures of the deep, by Derek Harvey. Uncovers the
secrets of the oceans by exploring a remarkable array of 80 sharks and other sea
creatures. Call number: J 597.3 HAR
This book is gay, by James Dawson. Lesbian. Bisexual. Queer. Transgender. Straight. Curious.
This book is for everyone, regardless of gender or sexual preference. This book is for
anyone who's ever dared to wonder. Call number: J 306.76 DAW
The Voyages of Odysseus : a graphic retelling, by Blake Hoena. Odysseus was set to return home
after the Trojan War, but his journey was far from complete. Over the course of 10
years, Odysseus encountered a monstrous Cyclops, beautiful and deadly Sirens, and
many more dangers on his way back to Ithaca to take his place as king.
Call number: J 292 HOE

Water is water: a book about the water cycle, by Miranda Paul. A spare, poetic picture book
exploring the different phases of the water cycle in surprising and engaging ways.
Call number: J 551.48 PAU

Who runs this country, anyway?: a guide to Canadian government, by Joanne Stanbridge. Your
guides, Zoe and Nathan, give you a tour of Parliament Hill and tell you all about how our
government works. Call number: J 320.971 STA
Who was Steve Irwin, by Dina Anastasio. Describes the life and career of Steve Irwin, famously
known as the Crocodile Hunter, from his childhood and early love of animals to his rise
in popularity as a film and television star and naturalist. Call number: J 920 IRW
Who were the Brothers Grimm?, by Avery Reed. Details the life and times of the nineteenthcentury German brothers who penned many famous fairy tales. Call number: J 920 GRI
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Zebras are awesome!, by Megan Cooley Peterson. Describes characteristics, habitat, behaviour,
life cycle, and threats to zebras living in the wild of Africa. Call number: J 599.665 PET
Middle Years Fiction

A year in the life of a total and complete genius, by Stacey Matson. Welcome to a year in the life
of Arthur A. Bean. He's irreverent, he's outrageous ... and if Robbie's threats come to
pass, he's about to get his head stuck in the toilet. Call number: M FIC MAT
The emerald atlas: The books of beginning, Bk. 1, by John Stephens. Kate, Michael, and Emma
have passed from one orphanage to another in the ten years since their parents
disappeared to protect them, but now they learn that they have special powers, a
prophesied quest to find a magical book, and a fearsome enemy. Call number: M FIC STE
The boundless, by Kenneth Oppel. Aboard "The Boundless," the greatest train ever built, on its
maiden voyage across Canada, teenaged Will enlists the aid of a traveling circus to save
the train from villains. Call number: M FIC OPP
Bye-bye, evil eye, by Deborah Kerbel. Dani Price returns to Toronto as an innocent victim of a
powerful curse, the Evil Eye, after spending three weeks vacationing in Greece with her
best friend, Kat. Now, the two girls have to discover how to lift the curse as bad luck
spirals into danger. Call number: M FIC KER
The fire chronicle: The books of beginning, Bk. 2, by John Stephens. In the second book in the
Books of Beginning Trilogy, Michael and Emma must track down the Chronicle of Life,
while Kate must find a way back to present day from the year 1899.
Call number: M FIC STE

The hired girl, by Laura Amy Schlitz. Fourteen-year-old Joan Skraggs, just like the heroines in
her beloved novels, yearns for real life and true love. But what hope is there for
adventure, beauty, or art on a hardscrabble farm in Pennsylvania where the work never
ends? Over the summer of 1911, Joan pours her heart out into her diary as she seeks a
new, better life for herself -- because maybe, just maybe, a hired girl cleaning and
cooking for six dollars a week can become what a farm girl could only dream of -- a
woman with a future. Call number: M FIC SCH
Moon at nine, by Deborah Ellis. The day Farrin meets Sadira, she no longer feels alone. And
when the two fifteen-year-old girls become close friends, they dream of a future where
they will live together. But Farrin and Sadira live in Iran and if they are reported to the
Revolutionary Guard, only a miracle will save them. Call number: M FIC ELL
The night gardener, by Jonathan Auxier. Irish orphans Molly, fourteen, and Kip, ten, travel to
England to work as servants in a crumbling manor house where nothing is quite what it
seems to be, and soon the siblings are confronted by a mysterious stranger and secrets
of the cursed house. Call number: M FIC AUX
Red Wolf, by Jennifer Dance. In the late 1800s, both Native people and wolves are being forced
from the land. Starving and lonely, an orphaned timber wolf is befriended by a boy
named Red Wolf. But under the Indian Act, Red Wolf is forced to attend a residential
school far from the life he knows, and the wolf is alone once more. Courage, love, and
fate reunite the pair, and they embark on a perilous journey home.
Call number: M FIC DAN

Rocket blues, by David Skuy. When Rocket gets cut from his hockey team, he needs to reevaluate his priorities. Call number: M FIC SKU
Saving Houdini, by Michael Redhill. After accidentally being sent back in time to 1926 due to one
of Harry Houdini's magic tricks, Dashiel tries to get back to present day Toronto. But
Dashiel's actions may prevent Houdini from taking part in the event that ended his life
which could alter history forever. Call number: M FIC RED
The secret sky: a novel of forbidden love in Afghanistan, by Atia Abawi. Two teens from different
ethnic groups in present-day Afghanistan must fight their culture, tradition, families,
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and the Taliban to stay together as they and another village boy relate the story of their
forbidden love. Call number: M FIC ABA
Shipwreck island, by S. A. Bodeen. After Sarah's dad remarries, he and her stepmom decide to
take the whole family on a special vacation in order to break the ice and have everyone
get to know one another. They'll fly to Tahiti, charter a boat, and go sailing for a few
days. It'll be an adventure, right? Wrong. Dead wrong. Call number: M FIC BOD
The sword of summer: Magnus Chase and the gods of Asgard, bk. 1, by Rick Riordan. When an
attack by fire giants forces him to choose between his own safety and the lives of
hundreds of innocents, Magnus makes a fatal decision. Sometimes, the only way to start
a new life is to die. Call number: M FIC RIO
Zomboy: a novel , by Richard Scrimger. The story of a creepy young zombie named Imre Lazar,
who, in spite of a few special challenges, is integrated into a regular classroom at
Dresden Public School in Ontario. Call number: M FIC SCR
Juvenile Fiction

The adventures of Perseus: a graphic retelling, by Mark Weakland. Discover how Perseus, with
help from the gods, avoided the stony glare of the hideous gorgon Medusa and became
a hero. Call number: J 292 WEA
Alice in Wonderland & Through the looking glass, retold from the Lewis Carroll original by Eva
Mason. An abridged version of the stories that tell of Alice, who falls down a rabbit hole
and steps through a mirror, thereby experiencing unusual adventures with a variety of
nonsensical characters. Call number: J FIC CAR
Arabian nights, retold from the original by Martin Woodside. An abridged version of the tale of
Scheherazade, daughter of King Shahryar's advisor, who tells her husband, the king, a
different story every night. Call number: J FIC ARA
Bagels come home!, by Joan Betty Stuchner. Josh learns just how much work a puppy can be
when he adopts Bagels. Call number: J FIC STU
Danny the champion of the world, by Roald Dahl. A young English boy describes his relationship
with his father and the special adventure they share together. Call number: J FIC DAH
Esio Trot, by Roald Dahl. Mr. Hoppy loves Mrs. Silver. Mrs Silver loves Alfie the tortoise.
Sometimes Mr. Hoppy wishes he could become a tortoise. Until one day he finds a way
to win Mrs. Silver's heart, with the help of a little magic and some cabbage ...
Call number: J FIC DAH

The five little Peppers and how they grew, retold from the Margaret Sidney original by Diane
Namm. 'To help mother': that was the goal of each and every one of the five Pepper
children - Ben, Polly, Joel, Davie and the adored youngest, Phronsie. Yet even as
'Mamsie' struggles hard to feed and educate her brood, she still manages to fill the
house with joy. Call number: J FIC SID
The Giraffe and the pelly and me, by Roald Dahl. A small boy with a desire to own a candy shop
meets a window-washing team of a giraffe, a pelican, and a monkey and together they
go to work for the wealthy Duke of Hampshire, who makes all their dreams come true.
Call number: J FIC DAH

Great expectations, retold from the Charles Dickens original by Deanna McFadden. The
adventures of an orphaned young man in Victorian England who is given a great deal of
money by an unknown benefactor to enable him to live as a gentleman, pursuing a good
education and fulfilling great expectations. Call number: J FIC DIC
The hunchback of Notre Dame, retold from the Victor Hugo original by Deanna McFadden. An
abridged retelling of the tale, set in medieval Paris, of Quasimodo, the hunchbacked
bellringer of Notre Dame Cathedral, and his struggles to save the beautiful gypsy dancer
Esmaralda from being unjustly executed. Call number: J FIC HUG
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Jason and the Argonauts: a graphic retelling, by Blake Hoena. In order to claim his place as king,
Jason set out in search of rare treasure. With the help of brave men called Argonauts,
Jason fought harpies, navigated through rock cliffs, and confronted a fearful dragon on
his quest for the golden fleece. Call number: J 292 HOE
The magic finger, by Roald Dahl. Angered by a neighboring family's sport hunting, an eight-yearold girl turns her magic finger on them. Call number: J FIC DAH
The prince and the pauper, retold from the Mark Twain original by Kathleen Olmstead. An
abridged version of the Mark Twain classic in which young Edward VI of England and a
poor boy who resembles him exchange places. Call number: J FIC TWA
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, retold from the Kate Douglas Wiggin original by Deanna
McFadden. An abridged version of a classic story of talkative, ten-year-old Rebecca's
adventures after she leaves her home at Sunnybrook Farm to go live in town with her
spinster aunts, one harsh and demanding, the other soft and sentimental.
Call number: J FIC WIG

Jedi Academy: the phantom bully, by Jeffrey Brown. It's hard to believe this is Roan's last year at
Jedi Academy. But now, someone is setting him up to get in trouble with everyone at
school, including Yoda. If he doesn't find out who it is, and fast, he may get kicked out of
school! Call number: J FIC STA
Theseus and the Minotaur: a graphic retelling, by Blake Hoena. As a war tribute to Crete, King
Aegeus of Athens was forced to give tributes as a sacrifice to the Minotaur. To complete
his quest and save the tributes from a horrible fate, Theseus must travel to the heart of
the Labyrinth and confront the ferocious beast himself. Call number: J 292 HOE
Timmy Failure: mistakes were made, by Stephen Pastis. The hilarious and ever-optimistic Timmy
Failure, and his sidekick polar bear, Total, create chaos as they attempt to make sense of
the world. Call number: J FIC PAS
The Trojan war: a graphic retelling, by Matt Chandler . Long ago, soldiers from Greece and Troy
battled in a deadly war that began over a woman's love and ended with the infamous
Trojan horse. Discover how warriors such as Achilles and Hector became legends in the
Trojan War. Call number: J 292 CHA
The Twelve Labors of Hercules: a graphic retelling, by Blake Hoena. To fulfill his quest and erase
a sorrowful past, the half-man, half-god Hercules was ordered to complete 12 difficult
labors. From wrestling the Nemean Lion to capturing the Erymanthian boar, Hercules
achieved the impossible and became a legendary hero of ancient mythology.
Call number: J 292 HOE

The Twits, by Roald Dahl. The misadventures of two terrible old people who enjoy playing nasty
tricks and are finally outwitted by a family of monkeys. Call number: J FIC DAH
Picture Books

All kinds of strong, by Sharon Reiss Baker. The bond between Sadie and Mrs. Mindel is special.
Sadie won't rest until she has helped her dear friend recover from the pervasive sadness
she feels after her home burns down. Call number: E BAK
Anna and Solomon, by Elaine Snyder. Based on the story of the author's grandparents' migration
to the United States from late-nineteenth-century Russia, shares how Solomon moved
to the U.S. first, where he worked to save money for Anna to join him.
Call number: E SNY

Big Wolf and Little Wolf, by Nadine Brun-Cosme. Big Wolf has always lived alone at the top of a
hill under a tree, so when a little wolf suddenly arrives one day, he does not know what
to think. Call number: E BRU
Dangerously ever after, by Dashka Slater. A feisty princess with a garden said to be the most
dangerous in the world makes a new friend when a shy prince gives her some rather
unusual seeds. Call number: E SLA
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Duck's vacation, Duck is trying to enjoy a relaxing vacation, but with each turn of the page, the
reader causes some calamity. Call number: E SOF
Everybody says Shalom, by Leslie Kimmelman. A tour of Israel profiles such sites as the Old City
of Jerusalem, modern Tel Aviv, and the Biblical Zoo while introducing the region's
diverse cultures and customs. Call number: E KIM
Ladybug girl and the best ever playdate, by David Doman and Jacky Davis. Lulu is excited to play
with the toy that her best friend Finny brings over, but when the toy loses a wheel and
fixing it becomes a game in itself, Lulu realizes that it's even better to play with Finny.
Call number: E SOM

Mama Seeton's whistle, by Jerry Spinelli. Mama Seeton's simple and comforting whistle calls her
family home, no matter how far away they may be. Call number: E SPI
The Passover lamb, by Linda Elovitz Marshal. Miriam has especially looked forward to the
Passover seder at her grandparents' home because it is her first year to ask the four
questions, but the unexpected arrival of triplet lambs complicates her family's plans.
Call number: J 296.437 MAR

Sadie's sukkah breakfast, by Jamie Korngold. Two sisters plan a special breakfast in their family's
sukkah during the Jewish harvest holiday of Sukkot. Call number: J 296.433 KOR
Shanghai sukkah, by Heidi Smith Hyde. To escape the Nazis, a young Jewish boy named Marcus
and his family move to Shanghai, where Marcus and his new friend Liang build a sukkah
on the roof and together they celebrate Sukkot and the Chinese Moon Festival.
Call number: J 296.433 HYD

Stella brings the family, by Miriam B. Schiffer. Stella brings her two fathers to school to celebrate
Mother's Day. Call number: J 306.76 SCH
There's no such thing as little, by LeUyen Pham. Reveals how things that seem little are actually
very important. Call number: E PHA
Uncle Eli's wedding, by Tracy Newman. Uncle Eli's wedding forces Daniel to miss his soccer game
so Daniel worries that once Uncle Eli gets married, his beloved uncle won't have any
time for him. Call number: E NEW
Videos

Chanukah & Passover at Bubbe's. . Kid's of all ages will find pure enjoyment celebrating
Chanukah and Passover at Bubbe's (everybody's beloved grandmother). Join in a joyful
romp with a host of colorful muppet-like characters. Call number: Z DVD 244.1 CHA
Let's bake matzos: a video presentation of the complete process of matzoh baking, produced by
Sholom B. Goldstein. This presentation designed to be informative and entertaining for
all ages features the entire process of matzos preparation. Call number: Z DVD 243.2 LET
Miracle days: a musical journey through the Jewish holidays, directed by Chaim Clorfene. Go on
a musical adventure through the Jewish holidays: Bake Real Matzah, Visit the Western
Wall, Build a Sukkah, Dance with the Torah, Light the Menorah, Party on Purim.
Call number: Z DVD 243.1 MIR

Miracle lights: the Chanukah story... like you've never seen before!, directed by Rabbi Moshe
Moscowitz. Laugh, thrill and cheer as the action packed adventure of Chanukah unfolds
in this incredible animated production! Call number: Z DVD 244.1 MIR
Punchkees Vol. 8: Episode 30 – Chanukah Stories, Episode 32 - Tomatoes & Other Plants. The
kids will learn stories of Chanukah, acted out with the creativity as only the Punchkees
can. They will also learn about plants - from tiny little seeds to delicious vegetables and
beautiful flowers. Call number: Z DVD 244.1 PUN
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